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We have theoretically analyzed nonclassical paired photons generated spontaneously from a four-level
inverted-Y atomic system. We discuss the feasibility of biphoton generation due to different pumping arrange-
ments. Two types of correlated photon pair emissions have been carefully examined: dressed cascade and
dressed double-� emissions. In the dressed cascade two-photon emission, the coincidence counting rate may
exhibit a damped Rabi oscillation, in contrast with a simple exponential decay feature in the literatures. In the
dressed double-� configuration, we show that not only is the temporal correlation of entangled Stokes–anti-
Stokes photons in agreement with discussions presented by Wen et al. �Phys. Rev. A 76, 013825 �2007��, but
also the oscillation period may be manipulated by altering either the control Rabi frequency or the dressing
Rabi frequency or both. All the observed damped Rabi oscillations in the two-photon coincidences result from
the destructive interference among the possible four-wave mixing processes occurring in the atom-field inter-
action system. This feature of the two-photon amplitude is governed by the convolution between the phase
matching and third-order nonlinear susceptibility. The methodology adopted here can be applied to other
atomic-level configurations and provides a useful tool to study the spectroscopy of the system. The generated
narrow-band photon pairs may have potential applications in long-distance quantum communication and quan-
tum information processing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the early days of nonlinear optics, there has been
substantial interest in utilizing resonant atomic and molecu-
lar systems for efficient nonlinear optical processes. Unfor-
tunately, attempts to use this resonance enhancement have
been frustrated by problems associated with resonant absorp-
tion, phase shifts, and unwanted nonlinearities. Over the last
ten years, both theoretical and experimental work have chal-
lenged this paradigm—nonlinear optics at resonance by us-
ing the technique of electromagnetically induced transpar-
ency �EIT� �1�. By utilizing this technique, the resonant
nonlinear optical processes have been even demonstrated in
the very low-light level �e.g., �2��. Recently, entangled pho-
ton pairs have been generated by further pushing the reso-
nant nonlinear optics into the two-photon limit �3–5�.

Compared with the conventional paired photons produced
from spontaneous parametric down-conversion �SPDC�
�6,7�, correlated photons produced from the atomic ensemble
have properties such as narrow spectral width, long coher-
ence time and long coherence length, high spectral bright-
ness, and high conversion efficiency. These optical properties
of the new entangled-photon source may have applications in
long-distance quantum communication and quantum infor-
mation processing. The properties of the new biphoton
source, paired Stokes–anti-Stokes photons generated from a
double-� EIT system, have been theoretically and experi-
mentally studied in �3,4,8–12�, including three-level �4,9,10�
and four-level �3,8,11,12� atomic configurations. It was
shown that the two-photon amplitude is a convolution of the

phase matching function and the third-order nonlinear sus-
ceptibility �10�. Further, the properties of these correlated
photons can be changed by manipulating the phase matching
function and/or the third-order nonlinear susceptibility. By
comparing the natural spectral width from the phase match-
ing with the resonant linewidths from the third-order nonlin-
earity, the two-photon temporal correlation will exhibit a fea-
ture of either a square-wave-like pattern �same as in the
conventional SPDC case� or damped Rabi oscillations, or in
between. These damped Rabi oscillations are due to destruc-
tive interference between two possible four-wave mixing
�FWM� processes which may not be resolved by detectors. If
the detector could distinguish the generated modes, a simple
exponential decay would replace the damped Rabi oscilla-
tions and the interference between two FWM processes
would disappear. If the phase matching plays a dominant role
in determining the coherence time of paired photons, the
detailed generation mechanism of the two FWM processes
will be erased because of the narrower spectral width set by
the phase matching. In such a situation, a square-wave-like
pattern will be observed in the two-photon coincidences.
Subnatural-linewidth paired photons �13� can occur under
such a condition in a high-optical-depth medium. Because of
the EIT, the anti-Stokes photons resonant with the atomic
transition can propagate through the medium with negligible
absorption and a controllable slow group velocity.

A recent study of biphotons created from a two-level
atomic system shows that in the spontaneous emission re-
gime, the nonlinear coupling coefficients for the coupled
field-operator equations are different from those for the clas-
sical FWM coupled field equations �5,14�. With the use of
paired photons produced from a two-level system, a new
two-photon beating experiment has been proposed in the
resonant pumping case �15�. The beating results from the*jianming.wen@gmail.com
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different linear optical responses to two types of biphotons
emitted in such a two-level system and the phenomenon has
an analog with the Franson interferometer �16�. The two-
photon beatings also provide another way to test the Bell
inequality.

In this paper, the feasibility of another EIT-assisted en-
tangled twin-photon source will be examined in the case of a
four-level inverted-Y atomic system. The FWM and coexist-
ing FWM and SWM �six-wave mixing� have been reported
in recent experiments �17–19� implemented in such an
inverted-Y configuration �20�. EIT not only enhances the sig-
nal generation, but also allows it to transmit through the
atomic medium with small absorption. Compared with the
previous double-� atomic configurations, it is shown that the
flexible pumping arrangements allow for three types of bi-
photon generation in the inverted-Y atomic system. Paired
photons may be generated either from the dressed cascade
scheme or from the dressed double-� configuration, as
shown in Figs. 1�a�–1�c�. In the dressed cascade scheme, the
analysis not only recovers the results which have been al-
ready presented in the literature �21,22�, but also shows new
phenomena. To entangle two cascade photons, it is indeed
necessary to overlap their wave packets. We also find that the
two-photon temporal correlation may have a damped Rabi
oscillation rather than a simple exponential decay behavior
�21,22�. The damped Rabi oscillation is the interference
among possible FWM processes existing in the atom-photon
interaction. If the coherence length is mainly determined by
the phase matching, coincidences will become a square-
wave-like pattern and all the modes generated in FWM pro-

cesses cannot be spectrally resolved. In the dressed double-�
configuration, we recover the previous conclusions about
paired Stokes and anti-Stokes photons created in a three-
level system �10�. The coincidence counting rate exhibits a
damped Rabi oscillations or a square-wave-like feature and
depends on whether the third-order nonlinearity or the phase
matching is dominant in the two-photon amplitude. In addi-
tion, the oscillation period can be manipulated by changing
either the control Rabi frequency or the dressing-laser Rabi
frequency, or both. In both schemes of entangled-photon
generation from such an inverted-Y system, the properties of
the two-photon amplitude are governed by the convolution
between the phase matching and the third-order nonlinear
susceptibility.

The methodology of studying the atomic dynamics
adopted here is the same as those used in �10,14,23,24�. This
method offers a useful tool to look at the optical spectros-
copy in the atom-photon interaction system and the atomic
dynamics with other level configurations. The physics behind
the two-photon temporal correlation is illustrated by using
perturbation theory �7,8,10,14� which provides an intuitive
picture of the biphoton optics. To include the effects of the
absorption and gain in the propagation of generated fields,
one resorts to the coupled Maxwell’s equations as used in
�3–5,8,9,11,12,22�. To simplify the discussions, the Doppler
effect and Langevin noise terms will not be taken into ac-
count in the analysis. In the cooled atomic ensemble, the
spectral broadening resulted from the Doppler effect is very
small and negligible. Moreover, the polarization properties of
generated photons are also neglected.

To focus on the mechanisms of paired photons generated
from a four-level inverted-Y system, we organize the paper
as follows. In Sec. II, two types of biphoton generation
mechanisms in the inverted-Y atomic system will be dis-
cussed: the dressed cascade scheme and the dressed double-
� configuration. We will analyze under what conditions
paired photons may be generated through either the dressed
cascade scheme or the dressed double-� configuration, or
even both. Since the optical response plays a critical role in
determining the feature of the two-photon temporal correla-
tion, we will carefully evaluate both the linear and nonlinear
optical responses to the generated fields. In Sec. III, we will
concentrate on the two-photon temporal correlation for both
schemes. To look at the optical properties of paired photons,
perturbation theory will be used to calculate the two-photon
amplitude. In particular, it is of interest to study the features
of the coincidence counting rates in both schemes. The con-
clusions will be given in Sec. IV.

II. OPTICAL RESPONSE OF A FOUR-LEVEL
INVERTED-Y SYSTEM

The optical response of the medium with a four-level
inverted-Y configuration may lead to three possibilities for
biphoton generation, as illustrated in Figs. 1�a�–1�c�. Two
possibilities correspond to generating paired photons via cas-
cade two-photon schemes �Figs. 1�a� and 1�b��, and one cor-
responds to an addressed double-� configuration �Fig. 1�c��.
In this section, we will analyze the mechanisms and condi-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Mechanisms of biphoton generation from
a four-level inverted-Y system and the backward detection geom-
etry: �a� and �b� cascade paired-photon emitters, �c� dressed double-
� paired Stokes–anti-Stokes generation, and �d� simplified back-
ward detection geometry for cascade two-photon emission shown in
�a�. For notation, check the text.
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tions for producing biphotons from the cascade two-photon
scheme and the dressed double-� configuration. We will
concentrate on the optical responses to the generated fields in
each mechanism.

The medium of interest is a �cooled� gas where identical
four-level atoms or molecules are initially prepared in the
ground level �0�, see Figs. 1�a�–1�c�. The idealized atoms or
molecules are confined within a long thin cylindrical volume
with a length L and cross-section area A. The averaged
atomic density is N. For simplicity, we will ignore the Dop-
pler effect �25� to the two-photon correlation throughout the
paper, which will be discussed in another paper.

A. Cascade two-photon emitter

The two-photon spontaneous emission in a three-level
atom in cascade configuration has been analyzed in �21�, and
further physical insights have been presented in �22�. The
two-photon temporal correlation in the current scheme can
exhibit different behavior from those obtained in �21,22�. An
exponential decay feature is dominant in the two-photon co-
incidences in �21,22�; however, as shall be shown in Sec.
II A, the two-photon joint detection in the current dressed
cascade scheme can give a damped Rabi oscillation. In ad-
dition, the EIT effect is used to assist the propagation of the
generated field by eliminating the absorption and manipulat-
ing the phase matching.

For the cascade paired-photon emitter considered here, we
will take the case shown in Fig. 1�a� as an example. The
analysis of biphotons created from the case depicted in Fig.
1�b� is similar. In Fig. 1�a�, a weak pump beam with angular
frequency �1 and a strong laser with angular frequency �2
are counterpropagating through the medium. Paired photons
are spontaneously emitted into opposite directions. The weak
pump field is tuned to the atomic transition �0�→ �1� with
detuning �1=�10−�1 and a strong beam to the transition
�1�→ �2� with detuning �2=�21−�2, where �ij is the transi-
tion frequency between levels �i� and �j�. A dressing laser
with angular frequency �3 is applied to the transition �3�
→ �1� with detuning �3=�13−�3. The generated paired pho-
tons are peaking at frequencies �a=�1+� and �b=�2−�, as
indicated by wavy arrows in Fig. 1�a�. The character of the
FWM process is profoundly modified due to the strong in-
tensities of the �2 field and the dressing �3 laser. In such a
case, perturbation theory is not sufficient to describe the in-
teraction between the medium and three input fields. In the
photon-counting experiment, the backward geometry is cho-
sen to set up two photodetectors D1 and D2; see Fig. 1�d�. If

k�1+k�2=0� is well satisfied, the right-angle experimental
scheme can be used to eliminate the background noise from
the linear Rayleigh scattering of the �1 and �2 fields, where
k�1 and k�2 are wave vectors. In such a case, the generated
fields can trigger both detectors D1 and D2.

To study the dynamics of the atomic ensemble, we begin
with the Heisenberg operator equations of motion in the di-
pole approximation:

�̇lm = i�lm�lm + i�
j

�dmjE�lj − djlE� jm� , �1�

where �lm= �l��m� is the atomic operator, E is the total field

operator, and dmj = �m�d� �j� /� is the dipole matrix element di-

vided by �. We write the positive-frequency field operators
as follows:

EI
�+�e−i�1t = �E1 + Ea

�+�e−i�t�e−i�1t,

EII
�+�e−i�2t = �E2 + Eb

�+�ei�t�e−i�2t, �2�

where E1 and E2 represent the slowly varying amplitudes of
two classical fields �1 and �2, and Ea

�+� and Eb
�+� are positive

frequency parts of the generated field operators. The dressing
laser �3 is also treated as a classical field E3. To eliminate the
fast phase oscillating terms in Eq. �1�, the following trans-
formations will be introduced:

Qii = �ii �i = 0,1,2,3� ,

Q01 = �01e
i�1t, Q12 = �12e

i�2t, Q31 = �31e
i�3t,

Q02 = �02e
i��1+�2�t, Q03 = �03e

i��1−�3�t, Q32 = �32e
i��2+�3�t.

�3�

By plugging Eqs. �2� and �3� into �1�, under the rotating-
wave approximation one can obtain a set of equations which
govern the atomic evolution:

Q̇00 = − �0Q00 + id01EI
�−�Q01 − id10EI

�+�Q10 + F00,

Q̇11 = − �1Q11 + id10EI
�+�Q10 − id01EI

�−�Q01 + id12EII
�−�Q12

− id21EII
�+�Q21 + id13E3Q13 − id31E3

�Q31 + F11,

Q̇22 = − �2Q22 + id21EII
�+�Q21 − id12EII

�−�Q12 + F22,

Q̇33 = − �3Q33 + id31E3
�Q31 − id13E3Q13 + F33,

Q̇01 = − i	01Q01 + id10�Q00 − Q11�EI
�+� + id12EII

�−�Q02

+ id13E3Q03 + F01,

Q̇12 = − i	12Q12 + id21EII
�+��Q11 − Q22� − id01EI

�−�Q02

− id31E3
�Q32 + F12,

Q̇31 = − i	31Q31 − id13E3�Q11 − Q33� + id10EI
�+�Q30

+ id12EII
�−�Q32 + F31,

Q̇02 = − i	02Q02 + id21EII
�+�Q01 − id10EI

�+�Q12 + F02,

Q̇03 = − i	03Q03 + id31E3
�Q01 − id10EI

�+�Q13 + F03,

Q̇32 = − i	32Q32 − id13E3Q12 + id21EII
�+�Q31 + F32. �4�
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In Eq. �4�, � j �j=0–3� are decay rates for each level and
complex detunings are defined as 	01=�1− i�01, 	12=�2
− i�12, 	31=�3− i�31, 	02=�1+�2− i�02, 	03=�1−�3− i�03,
and 	32=�2+�3− i�32, respectively, where �mn �m�n� are
dephasing rates. To describe the atomic and field fluctua-
tions, we have introduced the quantum Langevin noise op-
erators Fij �i , j=0–3� into Eq. �4�. In the two-photon limit,
the Langevin noise operators introduce the unpaired photons
which are not of interest here and we will ignore them from
now on �26�. Without considering the generated fields and
the input �2 beam, Eq. �4� reduces to a set of equations
which describe the atomic dynamics of a standard three-level
�-type EIT system, as expected. If the addressing field �3 is
blocked and the produced fields are neglected, Eq. �4� de-
scribes the atomic evolution of a ladder-type EIT system
�27�. The coexistence of these two EIT distinguishes the
inverted-Y scheme from the double-� configuration
�3,4,8,10–12�, where only one �-type EIT is presented in the
system. We now consider the details of the inverted-Y sys-
tem.

Equation �4� includes the optical saturation effect and
generally cannot be solved exactly. As described by Eq. �4�,
the atomic operators oscillate at an infinite number of fre-
quencies. We are interested in the situation where �2 and �3
pump fields are treated correctly to all orders, while E1, Ea,
and Eb are kept to the lowest order only. Then the polariza-
tion will oscillate at four dominant frequencies �1, �2, �1
+�, and �2−�. By extending the treatment introduced in
�10,14,23,24�, the steady-state solutions of Eq. �4� are re-
quired to be of the form

Qmn = amn + bmne−i�t + cmnei�t �m,n = 0 – 3� , �5�

where amn are the solutions for the case in which only input
fields are considered and bmn and cmn are assumed to be
small such that �bmn� , �cmn�� �amn�. Since all the population is
assumed to be mainly in the ground level �0�, we choose
a00	1. Next, we substitute the trial solution �5� into Eq. �4�
and look at the terms with the same time dependence. We
linearize the equations in Ea, Eb, and E1 and obtain

a01 =
4d10	02	03E1

D�0�
, a12 = −

�
1�2d21E2

D�0�
, �6�

b01 =
4d10�	02 − ���	03 − ��Ea

�+�

D1�− ��

+
16d21E2d10E1d12	03�	02 − ���	03 − ��Eb

�−�

D�0�D1�− ��
, �7�

c12 = −
�
1�2d21	02	03Eb

�+�

�	12 + ���	02 + ��D�0�
−

4d10E1d21E2d01	03Ea
�−�

�	12 + ��D�0�
,

�8�

where

D�0� = 4	01	02	03 − 	03�
2�2 − 	02�
3�2,

D1�− �� = 4�	01 − ���	02 − ���	03 − �� − �	03 − ���
2�2

− �	02 − ���
3�2. �9�

In Eqs. �6�–�9�, we define 
1=2d10E1 as the weak pump
Rabi frequency, 
2=2d21E2 as the strong pump Rabi fre-
quency, and 
3=2d13E3 as the dressing laser Rabi frequency.
Since the population is assumed to be in the ground state �0�,
we have simplified expressions �6�–�8� by taking
�	02	12�� �
1�2. This approximation is readily achieved
by assuming the weak pump beam E1 far off resonance
�0�→ �1� or �02�12� �
1�2. The physics of Eqs. �6�–�8� can
be understood as follows. Equation �6� describes the optical
responses of the medium to two input pump fields E1 and E2,
and the EIT signature appears in the E1 channel. As ex-
pected, the E1 field may be controlled by two sets of EIT.
Equations �7� and �8� are related with the optical responses to
the generated �a and �b fields, respectively. As we shall see,
these contribute to the linear susceptibilities and the third-
order nonlinear susceptibilities.

We are interested in the optical response of the atomic
dipoles oscillating at frequencies �1+� and �2−�. In the
slowly varying amplitude approximation, polarization opera-
tors are given by Pa���=N�d01b01 and Pb�−��=N�d12c12 for
the atomic density N. The relationship between the polariza-
tion and the fields is P=�0�E+�0��3�EEE, where � is the
linear susceptibility and ��3� is the third-order nonlinear sus-
ceptibility �23�. Using Eqs. �7�–�9�, the linear and third-order
nonlinear susceptibilities are

�a��� =
4N��d10�2�	02 − ���	03 − ��

�0D1�− ��
, �10�

�b�− �� = −
N��
1�2�d21�2	02	03

�0�	12 + ���	02 + ��D�0�
, �11�

�a
�3���� =

16N��d10d21�2	03�	02 − ���	03 − ��
�0D�0�D1�− ��

, �12�

�b
�3��− �� = −

4N��d10d21�2	03

�0�	12 + ��D�0�
. �13�

The linear susceptibilities �a��� and �b�−�� control the dis-
persion profile and transmission spectrum of the generated
�a and �b fields as they propagate through the medium. As a
consequence, these linear susceptibilities will govern the
natural spectral width of paired photons through the phase
matching condition. Again, as described in Eq. �10�, two sets
of EIT may exist in the generated �a channel. One is the
ladder-type EIT due to the strong input E2 beam and the
other is the standard �-type EIT due to the dressing laser E3.
The parametric conversion efficiency of twin beams is gov-
erned by the third-order nonlinear susceptibilities �a

�3���� and
�b

�3��−��. The structure of these nonlinearities plays an im-
portant role in determining the feature of the two-photon
amplitude �or biphoton wave packet� and will be evaluated in
Sec. III B. Comparing with the two-photon cascade emission
discussed in �21�, Eqs. �12� and �13� not only recover the
physics presented in �21�, but also show the complicated
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polarizability to the �a field because of the dressing laser, E3.
The linewidths in �a

�3� and �b
�3� set a limitation for the coher-

ence time of paired photons. It should be noted that due to
the presence of the denominator D�0� shown in �a

�3����, the
parametric conversion efficiency is reduced. This indicates
how to enhance the SWM process by suppressing the FWM
in such an inverted-Y system, as experimentally demon-
strated in �17–19�.

To get further physical insights into Eqs. �12� and �13�, it
is helpful to look at the resonant feature of the quantity
D1�−�� defined in Eq. �9�. The exact roots of the real part
of D1�−�� are very complicated. Instead of looking at
these exact solutions, we focus on two simple cases in
which �a� D1�−��	�	02−���4�	01−���	03−��− �
3�2� with
�
3�� �
2� and �b� D1�−��	�	03−���4�	01−���	02−��
− �
2�2� with �
3�� �
2�. For case �a�, utilizing Eq. �12�
there are two resonances which occur at

�
�a� = �1 −

�3

2

�
3�2

4
+

�3
2

4
+ �01�03, �14�

with the associated linewidths

	
�a� =

�01 + �03

2


�3��01 − �03�

2
�
3�2 + �3
2 + 4�01�03

. �15�

These two resonances correspond to two FWM processes
existing in the system. The generated �a field is centered at
�1+�

�a�, and the �b field is then centered at �2−�
�a�. The

frequency difference between two resonances for the �a �or

�b� photons is 
�
3�2+�3
2+4�01�03. If the dressing laser E3

is near resonant with the transition �3�→ �1�, the generated
�a and �b beams are peaking at �10
�
3�2+4�01�03 /2 and
�1+�2−�10�
�
3�2+4�01�03 /2, respectively, and the asso-
ciated linewidths equal the same value, ��01+�03� /2. If the
atomic coherence between �0� and �3� is long lived, 	

�a� is
approximately determined by the dephasing rate between the
transition �0�→ �1�, �01 /2. In paired-photon generation, these
two types of FWMs will interfere with each other if the
detectors cannot spectrally resolve them. If the Rabi fre-
quency of the dressing beam is large enough, two resonances
will be well separated.

For case �b�, using Eq. �13� the reduced two resonances
appear at

�
�b� = �1 +

�2

2

�
2�2

4
+

�2
2

4
+ �01�02 �16�

and the associated linewidths are

	
�b� =

�01 + �02

2


�2��01 − �02�

2
�
2�2 + �2
2 + 4�01�02

. �17�

From Eq. �16� we know that the generated �a field is reso-
nant at �1+�

�b�. The �b beam is then resonant at �2−�
�b�. To

eliminate the absorption of the �b photons, one can detune
the strong pump beam E2 far off the resonance with the

transition �1�→ �2�. The frequency difference between these
two resonances for the �a �or �b� photons becomes

�
2�2+�2

2+4�01�02. As in case �a�, the two FWM processes
may interfere with each other. It is interesting to notice that
the above analysis has a direct connection with that in the
dressed-state picture. To simplify the discussion, in the fol-
lowing we take case �a� as the example to analyze the paired-
photon generation in detail. In this example, we will assume
that the dressing laser E3 is near resonant with its atomic
transition and the E2 field is far off resonance.

Before proceeding the discussion, it is necessary to look
at the phase-matching condition in such a cascade configu-
ration. The propagation constants of two generated weak
fields within the medium are given by ka= ��a+�� /va and
kb= ��b−�� /vb, respectively, where �a,b are the central fre-
quency of the a and b fields and va and vb are their group
velocities in the atomic ensemble. Only when the dressing
laser is �near� resonant—i.e., �3	0—will the group velocity
of the a field be dramatically changed due to the EIT slow-
light effect. Otherwise, its group velocity can be set as the
speed of light in vacuum, c. For the �b field, its group ve-
locity approaches c because �
2 /	02��1. The group veloc-
ity of the a field can be evaluated by following the calcula-
tions shown in �10�. In the counterpropagating geometry, the
resulting wave-number mismatch is

�k = k1 − k2 + kb − ka = − �1

c
+

1

va
�� +

�1

v1
−

�a

c
−

�2 − �b

c
,

�18�

where v1 is the group velocity of the input �1 beam. On the
other hand, the propagations of the a and b fields are limited
by the transmission spectrums determined by the imaginary
parts of their linear susceptibilities �a and �b, especially for
the a beam. In the photon joint measurement, only if the �a
photon is detected may one ensure that its twin is produced
in the process. Therefore, we will use �a

�3���� to calculate the
two-photon wave packet. Moreover, in order to ensure the �a
photons entangled with the �b photons, �01 should be much
larger than �12 so that the paired photons are temporally
indistinguishable. Furthermore, we will assume that the line-
width of the generated �a field remains in the EIT band-
width. In other words, we are interested in the biphoton
bandwidth which is mainly determined by the linewidths in-
stead of the phase dispersion or the transmission profiles.
The statement will be further explained in Sec. III B.

B. Paired Stokes–anti-Stokes generator with EIT assistance

Generating paired Stokes and anti-Stokes photons has
been experimentally demonstrated in the double-� schemes
by Harris’ group �3,4� in rubidium gas, where the EIT assists
the propagation of the anti-Stokes field. In this section, we
will examine the paired Stokes–anti-Stokes generation in a
dressed four-level inverted-Y system �see Fig. 1�c��. Com-
paring with the previous double-� schemes �3,4�, the EIT
effects offered in the current configuration �Fig. 1�c�� may be
manipulated by altering either the Rabi frequency of the con-
trol laser or the Rabi frequency of the dressing beam, or
both.
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As shown in Fig. 1�c�, the weak probe beam with angular
frequency �p and the strong control field with angular fre-
quency �c are counterpropagating through the ensemble.
Paired Stokes and anti-Stokes photons are spontaneously
emitted into opposite directions. The weak probe field ��p� is
�near resonantly� tuned to the atomic transition �0�→ �1� with
detuning �p=�10−�p, and the strong control beam is �near�
resonant to the transition �3�→ �1� with detuning �c=�13
−�c. A dressing laser with angular frequency �d is applied to
the transition �1�→ �2� with detuning �d=�21−�d. The gen-
erated Stokes and anti-Stokes photons are centered around
�s=�13−�p and �as=�10−�c, respectively. The two-
photon detunings are defined as �03=�p−�c, �02=�p+�d,
and �32=�c+�d. Due to the strong intensities of the control
and dressing lasers, perturbation theory is not sufficient to
characterize the interaction between the medium and the in-
put fields. We therefore will choose the same methodology
introduced in �10,14,23,24� to analyze the atomic dynamics
for the current configuration. In the proposed experimental
setup, the backward detection geometry is chosen for the two
detectors D1 and D2; see Fig. 2. The spatial positions of two
detectors depends on the phase matching achieved in the
experiment. For instance, if k�p+ p�c=0 is well satisfied, the
right-angle geometry can be chosen for placing the detectors.
It is assumed that the Stokes photons trigger detector D1 and
the anti-Stokes photons fire detector D2.

We write the positive-frequency field operators as fol-
lows:

EI
�+�e−i�pt = �Ep + Eas

�+�e−i��03+��t�e−i�pt,

EII
�+�e−i�ct = �Ec + Es

�+�ei��03+��t�e−i�ct, �19�

and the dressing laser Ed is treated as a classical field. To
eliminate fast oscillating terms in Eq. �1�, we introduce the
following transformations:

Qii = �ii �i = 0,1,2,3� ,

Q01 = �01e
i�pt, Q12 = �12e

i�dt, Q31 = �31e
i�ct,

Q02 = �02e
i��p+�d�t, Q03 = �03e

i��p−�c�t, Q32 = �32e
i��c+�d�t.

�20�

By substituting Eqs. �19� and �20� into �1�, in the rotating-
wave approximation the set of equations of motion becomes

Q̇00 = − �0Q00 + id01EI
�−�Q01 − id10EI

�+�Q10 + F00,

Q̇11 = − �1Q11 + id10EI
�+�Q10 − id01EI

�−�Q01 + id12Ed
�Q12

− id21EdQ21 + id13EII
�+�Q13 − id31EII

�−�Q31 + F11,

Q̇22 = − �2Q22 + id21EdQ21 − id12Ed
�Q12 + F22,

Q̇33 = − �3Q33 + id31EII
�−�Q31 − id13EII

�+�Q13 + F33,

Q̇01 = − i	01Q01 + id10EI
�+��Q00 − Q11� + id12Ed

�Q02

+ id13EII
�+�Q03 + F01,

Q̇12 = − i	12Q12 + id21Ed�Q11 − Q22� − id01EI
�−�Q02

− id31EII
�−�Q32 + F12,

Q̇31 = − i	31Q31 − id13EII
�+��Q11 − Q33� + id10EI

�+�Q30

+ id12Ed
�Q32 + F31,

Q̇02 = − i	02Q02 + id21EdQ01 − id10EI
�+�Q12 + F02,

Q̇03 = − i	03Q03 + id31EII
�−�Q01 − id10EI

�+�Q13 + F03,

Q̇32 = − i	32Q32 − id13EII
�+�Q12 + id21EdQ31 + F32. �21�

Again, as stated in Sec. II A, the Langevin noise operators in
Eq. �21� will be neglected in the two-photon limit. One may
notice that two types of EIT exist in the system for the input
probe beam, a ladder-type and a �-type, as shall be formally
shown below.

Equation �21� generally cannot be solved exactly for the
fields given in Eq. �19�. Instead we are interested in a situa-
tion where the control and dressing fields are treated to all
orders, but the probe, Stokes, and anti-Stokes fields are kept
to the lowest order only. The atomic response of interest will
oscillate at four dominant frequencies �p, �c, �10+�, and
�13−�p−�. Therefore, the steady-state solutions of Eq. �21�
are required to take the form �10�

Qmn = Amn + Bmne−i��03+��t + Cmnei��03+��t �m,n = 0 – 3� ,

�22�

where Amn are the solutions for the case in which only input
fields are considered and Bmn and Cmn are assumed to be
small so that �Bmn�, �Cmn�� �Amn�. For simplicity, all the
population is assumed to be mainly located at the ground
state �0� such that A00	1. Next, we plug the trial solution
�22� into Eq. �21� and look at the terms with the same time
dependence. Any term contains the product of more than one
small quantity will be dropped. After some algebra, under the
linearization procedure one can obtain the following quanti-
ties of interest:

pω

dω
asω

sω
cω

1D

2D

FIG. 2. �Color online� Backward detection geometry for paired
Stokes and anti-Stokes photons generation.
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A01 =
4d10	02	03Ep

D�0�
, A31 =

�
p�2d13	02
� Ec

	13
� D��0�

, �23�

B01 =
4d10�	02 − �03 − ���	03 − �03 − ��Eas

�+�

D2�− �03 − ��
+

16d10Epd13Ecd31	02	03�	02 − �03 − ��Es
�−�

D�0�D2�− �03 − ��
, �24�

C31 =
�
p�2d13	02

� 	03
� �4�	01

� − �03 − ���	02
� − �03 − �� − �
d�2�Es

�+�

�	13
� + �03 + ��D��0�D2

��− �03 − ��
+

4d10Epd13Ecd01�	02
� − �03 − ��Eas

�−�

�	13
� + �03 + ��D2

��− �03 − ��
, �25�

where

D2�− �03 − �� = 4�	01 − �03 − ���	02 − �03 − ���	03 − �03 − �� − �	03 − �03 − ���
d�2 − �	02 − �03 − ���
c�2 �26�

and D�0� is given in Eq. �9� except that 
1,2,3 have been replaced by 
p,d,c. In Eqs. �23�–�26�, 
p, 
c, and 
d are the Rabi
frequencies of the probe, control, and dressing beams, respectively. As expected, Eqs. �23�–�26� have recovered the results
obtained in �10� for a three-level double-� configuration. The propagation constants of the probe and the control fields are
determined by Eq. �23�. It is now clear that two sets of EIT effects may coexist in the probe channel as mentioned previously.
The linear and nonlinear optical responses of the atomic ensemble to the anti-Stokes and Stokes fields rely on Eqs. �24� and
�25�.

The slowly varying amplitudes of polarization operators for such a medium are given by Ps�−��=N�d31C31 and
Pas���=N�d01B01. By using the relationship between the polarization and the fields, P=�0�E+�0��3�EEE, it is ready to find
that the linear susceptibilities and the third-order nonlinear susceptibilities of the Stokes and anti-Stokes fields are

�s�− �� =
N��
p�2�d13�2	02

� 	03
� �4�	01

� − �03 − ���	02
� − �03 − �� − �
d�2�

�0D��0��	13
� + �03 + ��D2

��− �03 − ��
, �27�

�as��� =
4N��d10�2�	02 − �03 − ���	03 − �03 − ��

�0D2�− �03 − ��
, �28�

�s
�3��− �� =

4N��d10d13�2�	02
� − �03 − ��

�0�	13
� + �03 + ��D2

��− �03 − ��
, �29�

�as
�3���� =

16N��d10d13�2	02	03�	02 − �03 − ��
�0D�0�D2�− �03 − ��

. �30�

The physics of Eqs. �27�–�30� has already been explored in
the previous literature �8,10,14,15�, and we will not repeat
here. Instead, we are interested in the resonance structure
determined by the quantity D2�−�03−�� in Eq. �26�. The
reason is that the resonances shown in D2�−�03−�� will tell
the generation mechanisms behind the FWM processes—
e.g., how many modes can be generated for the Stokes and
anti-Stokes fields and how these modes are correlated with
each other. Solving the cubic function Re�D2�−�03−���=0,
where Re�x� means choosing the real part of the quantity x,
one can find three roots which indicate a triplet of reso-
nances. Alternatively, there are three types of FWM pro-
cesses occurring in the interaction. Since these three roots
take very complicated forms, in the following we look at two
simple cases by using the similar arguments for the dressed
cascade scheme in Sec. II A. Further, to satisfy almost of the

population remaining in the ground state �0�, we assume that
the weak probe beam is far off resonant with the atomic
transition �0�→ �1�. Under such an assumption, the expres-
sions of �s

�3��−�� and �as
�3���� share the symmetry. One simple

case is that we approximate D2�−�03−�� as �	02−�03−��
��4�	01−�03−���	03−�03−��− �
c�2�. Combining with Eq.
�30�, one may realize that the system is reduced to the three-
level double-� case as discussed in �10�. The analysis ap-
plied in �10� can be easily extended to the current situation.
Hence, we will skip this case and interested readers may
resort to Ref. �10� for details. The other case is that
D2�−�03−�� may be approximated as �	03−�03−���4�	01

−�03−���	02−�03−��− �
d�2�. In this latter case, the EIT
effect mainly comes from the strong dressing field Ed not
from the control laser Ec. To see the optical responses of the
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medium to the generated Stokes and anti-Stokes fields in
such a case, we rewrite Eqs. �27�–�30� as

�s�− �� = −
N�	02

� �
p�2�d13�2

�0�4	01
� 	02

� − �
d�2���p + � + i�13��� − i�03�
,

�31�

�as��� =
4N��d10�2��32 − � − i�02��� + i�03�

�0D2���
, �32�

�s
�3��− �� = −

4N��d10d13�2��32 − � + i�02�
�0��p + � + i�13�D2

����
, �33�

�as
�3���� = −

16N��d10d13�2	02��32 − � − i�02�
�0�4	01	02 − �
d�2�D2���

, �34�

where

D2��� = �� + i�03��4��c − � − i�01���32 − � − i�02� − �
d�2� .

�35�

From Eqs. �33� and �34�, one may find that the nonlinearity
to the Stokes field is slightly different from the nonlinearity
to the anti-Stokes field. In the correlation measurement of
paired Stokes-anti-Stokes photons, however, the triggering of
an anti-Stokes photon will ensure its twin Stokes photon gen-
erated in the process, because after one cycle the population
should return to the ground level �0�. Hence, we will choose
the anti-Stokes spectrum ��as

�3����� to calculate the two-
photon correlation. The linear response to the anti-Stokes
field takes the EIT-like form while the response to the Stokes
field is a Lorentzian line shape. Further, from Eq. �31� one
may notice that if the central frequency of the generated
Stokes photons coincides with the transition �0�→ �1�, they
will be strongly absorbed and the absorption may weaken the
assumption of A00	1. Fortunately, this absorption can be
avoided because the FWM to produce Stokes photons in this
mode is much weaker than other FWMs to create photons in
other possible modes, as shown in Eq. �33�.

The spectrum of the generated anti-Stokes field can be
understood by examining the roots of the quantity D2���. By
inspecting that the real part of D2��� vanishes, the triplet of
resonances appears at

�0 = 0, � =
2�c + �d  
�
d�2 + �d

2 + 4�01�02

2
. �36�

In the limit of �c→0 and �d→0, � approach to

�
d�2+4�01�02 /2. To well separate these two modes, �
d�
is required to be greater than 
�01�02 and this leads to
�	  �
d� /2. The corresponding linewidths of the triplet of
resonances �Eq. �36�� are

	0 = �03, 	 =
�01 + �02

2


�d��02 − �01�

2
�
d�2 + �d
2 + 4�01�02

.

�37�

In the case of �d→0, 	 both go to ��01+�02� /2 while in
the case of large dressing detuning ���d�� �
d��, 	+ ap-
proaches �02 and 	− goes to �01. Three types of FWMs ap-
pear behind D2���. One FWM process happens when the
central frequency of the anti-Stokes field coincides with the
atomic transition frequency, �10, and the central frequency of
the Stokes field coincides with the atomic-transition fre-
quency, �13−�p. The second FWM occurs as the anti-Stokes
field peaks at �as=�10−�c+�+ while the Stokes field peaks
at �s=�13−�p−�+. The third FWM exists when the anti-
Stokes mode is centered at �10−�c−�− and the Stokes mode
is centered at �13−�p−�−. As expected, all three FWMs sat-
isfy the energy conservation �p+�c−�s−�as=0. The linear
optical response �s�−�� �Eq. �31�� to the Stokes field indi-
cates that the generated mode centered at �13−�p will be
strongly absorbed. As a consequence, this type of FWM will
have a small compact on the two-photon coincidence count-
ing measurement. The other two FWMs are far off with the
absorption lines and will play the dominant role in determin-
ing the properties of the two-photon amplitude. The phase
matching of the FWM processes in such a dressed double-�
configuration can be analyzed by following the treatment
introduced in �10� and we will not repeat the argument here.
Instead, we will concentrate on the situation that the coher-
ence time of paired Stokes–anti-Stokes photons is mainly
determined by the linewidths of resonances instead of the
phase matching �by manipulating the optical depth�. The lat-
ter one may be used to generate paired photons with subnatu-
ral linewidth �13�, which have potential applications in long-
distance quantum communication and quantum information
processing.

III. TWO-PHOTON TEMPORAL CORRELATION

A. Two-photon state

Following the procedure applied in �7,8,10�, the two-
photon state at the output surfaces of the medium reads �10�

��� = �
k�a

�
k�b

F�k�a,k�b�ak�a

† ak�b

† �0� . �38�

F�k�a ,k�b� is the two-photon spectral function, and it takes the
form

F�k�a,k�b� = ����1 + �2 − �a − �b����kL�Htr��� a,�� b,��� .

�39�

In Eq. �39�, the Dirac � function comes from the time inte-
gral and physically it insists the energy conservation in the
process. � is a constant which equals i�
�a�bE1E2�a

�3�.
���kL� is the longitudinal detuning function, which is the z
integral from −L to 0 over the length of the ensemble,
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���kL� = sinc�kL

2
�e−i�kL/2, �40�

where �k=k1−kc+kb−ka is the phase mismatching along
with the longitudinal direction. Htr��� a ,�� b ,��� is called the
transverse detuning function, which is the integral over the
area A of the intersection of the beam cross section:

Htr��� a,�� b,��� =
1

A
�

A

d2� e−i��� a+�� b�·�� . �41�

In the derivation of Eq. �41�, A independent of z is assumed.
�� a,b are the transverse wave vectors of the generated corre-
lated photons. �� is sitting in the transverse plane perpendicu-
lar to the longitudinal axis z. It is obvious that � and Htr
both become � functions in the limit of a medium with infi-
nite length and cross-sectional area. Along with the energy
conservation � function, they together form perfect phase-
matching conditions �1+�2−�a−�b=0 and k�1+k�2+k�a+k�b

=0� . On the one hand, the natural spectral width of the bipho-
ton wave packet determined by � can be manipulated
through changing the group delay between paired photons to
traverse the medium. For example, in a dense atomic gas
medium, using the EIT to alter the phase matching one can
achieve the subnatural-linewidth photon pairs generation,
where a coherence time close to 1 �s �13� is achievable. On
the other hand, the transverse properties of entangled pho-
tons is governed by Htr. The transverse correlation of en-
tangled photons has practical applications in such as quan-
tum imaging �28� and quantum lithography �29�. In this
paper, we will focus on the temporal correlation. The trans-
verse effects can be analyzed by following the procedures
introduced in �8,30�.

To simplify the proceeding discussions, we will assume
that the intersection between the input beams is large enough
so that the transverse detuning function Htr is approximated
as a � function. The wave vectors will also be replaced by
the wave numbers.

B. Correlation for cascade paired-photon emitter

To study the optical properties of paired photons produced
from a dressed cascade system �Fig. 1�a��, we focus on a
simple experiment of photon coincidence counting measure-
ment, as illustrated in Fig. 1�d�. It is assumed that the �a
photons trigger the detector D1 and the �b photons go to
detector D2. For simplicity, we will ignore the polarization
properties of generated weak fields.

The averaged two-photon coincidence-counting rate is

Rc = lim
T→�

1

T
�

0

T

dt1�
0

T

dt2���E1
�−���1�E2

�−���2�E2
�+���2�E1

�+���1�

����S��1 − �2� , �42�

where ��� is given in Eq. �38�, Ej
�+��� j� �j=1,2� are the free-

space electromagnetic fields evaluated at detector Dj’s spatial
coordinate zj and firing time tj and � j = tj −zj /c, respectively.
S��1−�2� is the coincidence-counting window function and it
has the properties as S=1 for ��1−�2�� tc; otherwise, S=0.

For the narrow-band biphoton generation discussed here, tc is
large enough so that one may set S=1. To further simplify
the discussion, we have taken the detectors’ efficiencies to be
100%. It should be noted that since we here are interested in
narrow-band biphoton generation, the bandwidth of bipho-
tons is smaller than the spectral width of the detectors used
in the current laboratories. Therefore, the coincidence-
counting rate �42� can be further simplified as

Rc = ���E1
�−���1�E2

�−���2�E2
�+���2�E1

�+���1����

= ��0�E2
�+���2�E1

�+���1�����2

= �Ac��1,�2��2. �43�

Ac��� is usually referred to as the two-photon amplitude, or
biphoton wave packet �7�.

Without taking into account filters before the detectors,
using Eq. �43� one thus obtains

Ac��1,�2� = �
�1

�
�2

E�1
E�2

e−i��1�1+�2�2��0�a�2
a�1

��� . �44�

With the help of Eqs. �38� and �39�, Eq. �44� can be further
evaluated as

Ac��1,�2� = �
ka

�
kb

Ac0�a
�3����1 + �2 − �a − �b�

����kL�e−i��a�1+�b�2�, �45�

where the slowly varying terms and constant are absorbed
into Ac0. Next, we convert the sums in Eq. �45� into the
angular-frequency integral. The two-photon amplitude �45�
can be written as

Ac��+,�−� = Ac0e−i��1+�2��+/2e−i��a−�b��−/2

�� d� �a
�3����sinc�kL

2
�ei��L�1/c+1/va�/2−�−�,

�46�

where Eqs. �18� and �40� have been used and all the slowly
varying phase terms and constants are grouped into Ac0. In
Eq. �46�, we have also defined �+=�1+�2 and �−=�1−�2. It is
obvious from Eq. �46� that the two-photon amplitude is a
convolution between the phase matching and the structure of
the third-order nonlinearity. As mentioned in Sec. II A, in the
following we focus on the case that the third-order nonlin-
earity plays a dominant role in determining the two-photon
wave packet. So we will remove the longitudinal detuning
function from Eq. �46� and write it as

Ac��+,�−� = Ac0e−i��1+�2��+/2e−i��a−�b��−/2� d� �a
�3����e−i��−.

Clearly, the two-photon amplitude now turns to be the
Fourier transform of �a

�3����. Because of the complexity of
�a

�3���� �see Eq. �12��, we here only look at the case �a� as
discussed in Sec. II A and formulate �a

�3���� as
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�a
�3���� =

16N��d10d21�2	03

�0D�0�
�1 − �3 − � − i�03

�� − �+
�a� + i	+

�a���� − �−
�a� + i	−

�a��
.

�47�

By substituting Eq. �47� into the above equation and keeping
the majority quantities of interest, the biphoton wave packet
now becomes

Ac��+,�−� = Ac0e−i��1+�2��+/2e−i��a−�b��/2

�� d�
��1 − �3 − � − i�03�e−i��

�� − �+
�a� + i	+

�a���� − �−
�a� + i	−

�a��
,

�48�

where we have denoted �− as �. Again, all the slowly varying
terms and constants are absorbed into Ac0. By calculating the
residues in Eq. �48�, it gives

Ac��+,�� = Ac0�c��+����� , �49�

�c��+� = e−i��1+�2��+/2, �50�

���� = e−i��a−�b��/2�e−i�+
�a��e−	+

�a�� − e−i�−
�a��e−	−

�a��� . �51�

The physics of Eq. �49� is understood as follows. Because
the two-photon state is entangled, it cannot be factorized into
a function of �1 times a function of �2. The function �c��+�
describes that the pair is randomly created at any time within
the ensemble. If taking into account the pulsed lasers, �c��+�
would become a wave packet with coherence length of the
E1 and E2 beams. The function ���� illustrates that in the
two-photon amplitude, a destructive interference occurs be-
tween two FWMs shown in �a

�3���� �as previously mentioned
in Sec. II A�. The first term in the square brackets on the
right-hand side of Eq. �51� represents the two-photon ampli-
tude between correlated photons peaking at �a=�1+�+

�a� and
�b=�2−�+

�a� with linewidth 	+
�a�; while the second term

stands for the two-photon amplitude between paired photons
centered at �a=�1+�−

�a� and �b=�2−�−
�a� with linewidth

	−
�a�. The sum of these two amplitudes is manifested by a

slowly oscillating phase term. To further see this feature of
����, we look at one example in which the �near-�resonant
dressing field assists the propagation of the generated �a
fields through the EIT effect. To overlap the wave packets of
the emitted �a and �b photons, �01 is much larger than �12

and �03. Hence, �
�a�	�1 �
3� /2 and 	

�a�	�01 /2. Now
���� takes a simpler form

���� = e−i��a−�b+2�1��/2e−�01�/2 sin� �
3��
2

� . �52�

It is clear that the two-photon amplitude will be a damped
sinusoidal. This is different from the feature discussed in
�21,22�, where only an exponential decay curve appears.
However, the physics is not difficult to understand. The
strong dressing field changes the system states, especially the
state �1�, seeing by the generated �a and �b fields. If the

detectors could spectrally distinguish these two FWMs, the
two-photon amplitude will reduce to the result obtained in
�21,22� and the interference will disappear. Another differ-
ence is that we have included the optical saturation in the
susceptibilities.

By using Eq. �43� we find

Rc��� = Rc0�1 − cos��
3����e−�01�, �53�

where Rc0 is a constant. Equation �53� shows that the two-
photon interference pattern is a damped Rabi oscillation with
the oscillation frequency given by the Rabi frequency of the
dressing laser, �
3�. The damping rate is proportional to the
dephasing rate �01. At �=0, Rc vanishes, indicating a photon
anti-bunching-like effect. As �→�, Rc again goes to zero. If

k�1+k�2=0� , Rc��� would be a symmetric distribution about �
=0, since spontaneously emitted entangled photons can trig-
ger both detectors D1 and D2.

C. Correlation for paired Stokes–anti-Stokes generator

Now we turn to the paired Stokes–anti-Stokes generation
with EIT assistance in the inverted-Y system, shown in Fig.
1�c�. The joint detection experimental setup is sketched in
Fig. 2, where we assume that the Stokes photons go to de-
tector D1 and the anti-Stokes photons to detector D2. The
backward detection geometry will be considered in the fol-
lowing analysis. Again, the polarization properties of the
generated weak fields will not be taken into account.

Using perturbation theory, in the two-photon limit the
wave packet for paired Stokes and anti-Stokes photons takes
the form �10�

Ar��+,�� = Are
−i��p+�c��+/2e−i��as−�s��/2

�� d� �as
�3����sinc�krL

2
�ei��L�1/c+1/vas�/2−��.

�54�

Ar contains all the slowly varying terms and constants. In Eq.
�54�, �+=�1+�2 with � j = tj −rj /c �j=1,2� and �=�1−�2 is the
space-time difference between clicks of two detectors. �kr is
the wave-number mismatch. Similarly, the two-photon am-
plitude �54� is a convolution between the third-order nonlin-
earity �as

�3���� and the phase matching. As an example, we are
going to look at optical properties of paired Stokes and anti-
Stokes photons when �as

�3���� in �34� may be approximated as

�as
�3���� = −

4N��d10d13�2	02

�0�4	01	02 − �
d�2�

�
�32 − � − i�02

�� + i�03��� − �+ + i	+��� − �− + i	−�
. �55�

We are interested in the fact that the optical properties of the
two-photon amplitude �54� are mainly determined by
�as

�3���� not by the phase matching. In addition, the EIT effect
comes from the strong dressing field Ed. Therefore, we will
approximate �d=0, �c=0, and �
d�2��01�02. Equation �54�
now becomes
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Ar��+,�� = Are
−i��p+�c��+/2e−i��as−�s��/2� d�

�� + i�02�e−i��

�� + i�03��� − �
d�/2 + i��01 + �02�/2��� + �
d�/2 + i��01 + �02�/2�
. �56�

Again, all the slowly varying terms and constants have been
absorbed into Ar. The contour integral of Eq. �56� gives

Ar��+,�� = Ar�r��+��r��� , �57�

�r��+� = e−i��p+�c��+/2, �58�

�r��� = e−i��as−�s��/2�02 − �03

�
d�
e−�03�

− 4 sin� �
d��
2

�e−��01+�02��/2� . �59�

Due to the triplet of resonances in �as
�3����, the two-photon

amplitude is the sum of three FWMs. Because �02 and
�03� �
d�, Eq. �59� is reduced to a simple form

�r��� = e−i��as−�s��/2 sin� �
d��
2

�e−��01+�02��/2. �60�

This means that among three FWMs, the generated Stokes
and anti-Stokes photons centered at �s=�13 and �as=�10
have a negligible contribution to the two-photon amplitude.
Alternatively, the properties of biphoton wave packet for
paired Stokes and anti-Stokes photons are mainly determined
by the other two FWMs �peaking at �s=�13−�p− �
d� /2,
�as=�10+ �
d� /2 and �s=�13−�p+ �
d� /2, �as=�10
− �
d� /2�.

By using Eqs. �57� and �43� with the help of Eqs. �58� and
�60�, the two-photon coincidence-counting rate reads

Rr��� = Rr�1 − cos��
d����e−��01+�02��, �61�

where Rr is a constant. The physics is obvious: the destruc-
tive interference caused by two FWMs results in a damped
Rabi oscillation in the two-photon joint detection probability.
The oscillation period is equal to 2� / �
d� and the damping
rate is equal to the resonant linewidths. As seen from
Eq. �61�, the two-photon coincidences go to zero at �=0 and
�→�. This indicates that a photon anti-bunching-like effect
appears in Rr��� due to the destructive interference between
two FWMs. For instance, Rr�0�=0 is resulted from such a
destructive interference.

D. Comparison and discussion

Since two types of biphoton generations have been intro-
duced in this paper, it is helpful to make some comparisons
with previous paired-photon generation schemes.

First of all, let us compare the cascade two-photon emitter
discussed in Sec. III B with the cases analyzed in �21,22�.
One difference comes from the observed damped Rabi oscil-
lations in two-photon coincidences. In the case of Ref. �21� it
simply showed an exponential decay curvature in the two-

photon temporal correlation. Ooi and Scully �22� extended
the analysis of Ref. �21� and further showed that the Rabi
oscillations will be obtained when considering the propaga-
tion of fields inside the atomic ensemble. Comparing these
oscillations with the oscillations shown in Sec. III B, one
may realize that the difference is due to the different physical
mechanisms. The oscillations shown in Sec. III B are from
the destructive interference between two types of FWM pro-
cesses. Including the propagation properties of fields inside
the medium, the two-photon coincidence counting rate will
exhibit different behaviors depending on the optical depth, as
pointed out in �9,10�.

Second, the Rabi oscillation periods shown in the paired
Stokes–anti-Stokes generator as discussed in Sec. III C and
those presented in �3,4,8–12� are different. The case dis-
cussed in Sec. III C shows that the Rabi oscillation period
can be a function of the dressing field intensity but not the
control beam. The physics is due to which laser intensity is
dominant in changing the dressed states seeing by the gen-
erated photons. One interesting question comes up when in-
cluding the propagation properties of generated fields within
the atomic ensemble. Certainly the curvature of the two-
photon temporal correlation is a function of the optical
depth. However, the competition between the Rabi oscilla-
tion and phase matching may result in unusual behavior,
which is out of the scope of this paper.

It is known that in single-photon resonance fluorescence
processes, one can find similar damped Rabi oscillations in
the second-order correlation function. However, it is physi-
cally different from the Rabi oscillations observed in the case
of paired-photon generation. In the single-photon fluores-
cence, the damped Rabi oscillations are understood as that
once a photon has been emitted, it will take a time approxi-
mately equal to the Rabi transition before the next photon
can be emitted �31�. This leads to the first observation of the
photon anti-bunching effect. However, the Rabi oscillations
observed in biphoton generation cases come from the de-
structive interference between two types of FWM processes,
which also leads to the photon anti-bunching-like effect.
These two oscillations can be distinguished theoretically and
experimentally by looking at, e.g., the second-order quantum
coherence function g�2����. In the single-photon fluorescence
case, g�2��0� is always smaller than g�2����; see, e.g., �31�,
while in the case of paired-photon generation, g�2��0� �and
g�2����� is close to 1, as experimentally demonstrated in
�3–5�.

Before ending this section, we notice several interesting
issues about the four-level inverted-Y atomic system. For
instance, by properly selecting the atomic transitions and
choosing input laser intensities, it is possible to make the
dressed ladder-type scheme and the dressed double-�-type
configuration coexist in such a system. When reaching such a
situation, one may not distinguish from which scheme paired
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photons are generated. The two-photon amplitude would be
the sum of all indistinguishable processes as required by
quantum mechanics. As a consequence, the two-photon tem-
poral correlation would be modulated differently, neither
simply following each scheme. Moreover, because of the co-
existence of the dressed ladder-type scheme and the dressed
double-�-type configuration, there could be two or more
photon pairs generated at the same time from the inverted-Y
system. These multiple photon pairs might overlap their
wave packets and therefore result in entangled three-photon
or four-photon state production. Furthermore, six-wave mix-
ing has been successfully demonstrated in the recent experi-
ments by suppressing the FWM processes using the EIT ef-
fects �17–19�. This alternatively indicates that it is possible
to create a three-photon state from the SWM process because
the EIT will �sufficiently� suppress the weight of the two-
photon state and enhance the conversion efficiency of SWM.
This work will be done in the future.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have studied the atomic dynamics in a
four-level inverted-Y system. The feasibility of generating
nonclassical light has been demonstrated by analyzing two
possible configurations in the backward detection geometry.
In the dressed cascade scheme, producing paired photons
depends on the overlap of wave packets between twin pho-
tons, in agreement with the conclusion already presented in
the literature �21,22�. However, since the dressing laser
changes the states of the system seen by the weak fields, the
damped Rabi oscillation can be observed in the two-photon
coincidence counting measurement. This is in contrast with a
simple exponential decay behavior exhibited in �21,22�. In
the dressed paired Stokes–anti-Stokes generation with EIT
assistance, we recover the results obtained in the three-level
double-� configuration �4,10�. It is found that the two-
photon temporal correlation can still behave as a damped
Rabi oscillation. Further, this oscillation period can be ma-
nipulated by changing either the Rabi frequency of the con-
trol field or the Rabi frequency of the dressing laser, or both.
The optical properties of the two-photon amplitude in each

configuration are determined by the convolution between the
phase matching and the third-order nonlinearity. For simplic-
ity, we concentrate on the cases that the coherence time of
paired photons is mainly determined by the resonant line-
widths, not by the phase-matching condition. The observed
damped Rabi oscillations in both schemes are due to the
destructive interference among possible FWM processes oc-
curring in the system. This destructive interference further
leads to a photon anti-bunching-like effect in the two-photon
coincidence counting measurement. Alternatively, the ob-
served interference patterns can be thought of as two-photon
beatings. If the detectors could spectrally distinguish each
FWM modes, the interference will disappear and a simple
exponential decay curve will be observed in the joint detec-
tion. It is possible for the dressed cascade scheme and the
dressed double-� configuration to coexist in the inverted-Y
system by properly selecting the atomic transitions and
choosing the pump laser intensities. When approaching such
a condition, the two-photon amplitude would be the sum of
all the indistinguishable processes. The two-photon temporal
correlation hence would be modulated differently, not just
simply following the dynamics of each scheme.

The methodology adopted in this paper is proved to be a
useful tool to study the optical spectroscopy in the atom-field
interaction system. The theory further provides physical in-
sights into the generation mechanism behind FWMs—e.g.,
how many modes could be created in the processes and how
these modes are correlated with each other. For simplicity,
the analysis presented here is not taken into account the Dop-
pler effect, Langevin noise, and the polarization properties of
generated fields.
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